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ABSTRACT
This paper evaluates eight parallel graph processing sys-
tems: Hadoop, HaLoop, Vertica, Giraph, GraphLab (Pow-
erGraph), Blogel, Flink Gelly, and GraphX (SPARK) over
four very large datasets (Twitter, World Road Network,
UK 200705, and ClueWeb) using four workloads (PageR-
ank, WCC, SSSP and K-hop). The main objective is to
perform an independent scale-out study by experimentally
analyzing the performance, usability, and scalability (using
up to 128 machines) of these systems. In addition to per-
formance results, we discuss our experiences in using these
systems and suggest some system tuning heuristics that lead
to better performance.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, a number of graph processing systems
have been developed. These are typically divided into graph
analytics systems (e.g. Giraph) and graph database sys-
tems (e.g. Neo4j) based on the workloads they process. In
this paper we focus on graph analytics systems. Many of
these use parallel processing to scale-out to a high number
of computing nodes to accommodate very large graphs and
high computation costs. Single machine solutions have also
been proposed, but our focus in this paper is on scale-out
systems. Although each of the proposals are accompanied
by a performance study, objective, independent, and com-
prehensive evaluation of the proposed systems is not widely
available. This paper reports the results of our extensive and
systematic performance evaluation of eight graph analytics
systems over four real datasets with different characteristics.
The choice of these eight systems is based on a classification
discussed in Section 2 and include:
• Vertex-centric:
– Synchronous: Giraph [3], GraphLab [23], Blogel-
Vertex (Blogel-V) [46]
∗A shorter version of this paper has been accepted for pub-
lication in Volume 11 of Proc. VLDB Endowment.
– Asynchronous: GraphLab [23]
• Block-centric: Blogel-Block (Blogel-B) [46]
• MapReduce: Hadoop [4]
• MapReduce extensions: HaLoop [16], Spark/GraphX [24]
• Relational: Vertica [29]
• Stream: Flink Gelly [2]
The experiments generated more than 20 GB of log files
that were used for analysis. The novel aspects of this study
are the following:
• We study a comprehensive set of systems that cover
most computation models (§ 2). Previous studies (e.g., [13,
26, 36]) consider only vertex-centric systems.
• Compared to previous studies, we use a wider set of
real datasets: web graphs (UK200705, ClueWeb), so-
cial networks (Twitter), and road networks (world road
network). Although, web graphs and social networks
share some common properties, such as power-law dis-
tribution [17] and shrinking diameter [33], road net-
works are different, for example with their very large
diameters (48K in our dataset).
• We suggest several system tuning heuristics and a num-
ber of enhancements to existing systems for improved
performance and usability.
• This is the first study that considers the COST metric
for parallelization (§ 5.13).
• We develop a visualization tool1 that processes differ-
ent system log files, extracts interesting information,
and displays several types of figures for comparisons.
Independent of the performance results we report, this
tool is itself useful for experimental evaluation.
The major findings of our study are the following:
• Blogel is the overall winner. The execution time of
Blogel-B is shortest, but Blogel-V is faster when we
consider the end-to-end processing including data load-
ing and partitioning (§ 5.1).
• Existing graph processing systems are inefficient over
graphs with large diameters, such as the road network
(§ 5.3, 5.6, 5.8).
• GraphLab performance is sensitive to cluster size (Sec-
tion 5.4).
• Giraph has a similar performance to GraphLab when
both systems use random partitioning (§ 5.5).
• GraphX is not suitable for graph workloads or datasets
that require large number of iterations (§ 5.6).
1https://tinyurl.com/ya5plcr3
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• General data parallelization frameworks such as Hadoop
and Spark have additional computation overhead (§ 5.7)
that carry over to their graph systems (HaLoop, GraphX).
However, they could be useful when processing large
graphs over shared resources or when resources are lim-
ited (§ 5.10).
• Vertica is significantly slower than native graph pro-
cessing systems. Although, its memory footprint is
small, its I/O wait time and network communication
is significantly high (§ 5.11).
It can be claimed that some of the performance differences
could be due to the choice of the implementation language
(Java or C++). It is common knowledge that C++ has
better overall performance than Java for multiple reasons.
Although we are not aware of a system that has both C++
and Java implementations to conduct a more controlled ex-
periment, the fact that GraphLab and Giraph have similar
performance when they use the same partitioning algorithm
(random) suggests that implementation language may not
be a main factor. Nevertheless, this point requires further
study.
We introduce the systems under investigation in Section 2
and the workloads in Section 3. Section 4 explains the ex-
perimental setup while Section 5 presents our quantitative
results. Section 6 compares our work with related works,
and we conclude in Section 7.
2. SYSTEMS
We evaluate seven graph processing systems in this study.
All systems, except Vertica, read datasets from and write
results to a distributed file system such as HDFS (Hadoop
Distributed File System). Vertica is a relational database
system and it uses its own distributed storage. It is included
in this study because of a recent claim that it performs com-
parable to native graph systems [29]. Hadoop, HaLoop,
and Giraph are developed in Java and utilize the Hadoop
MapReduce framework to execute all workloads. Flink Gelly
has Scala and Java APIs, both use existing libraries to read
and write data from HDFS. Blogel and GraphLab are de-
veloped in C++; they use libraries to read and write from
HDFS. Finally, GraphX is developed using Scala and run
on top of Apache Spark. We comment on the differences in
programming languages in Section 7.
We categorize parallel graph systems based on their com-
putational model, which explains our choice of the systems
under study. A summary of the features of these systems is
given in Table 1. We also describe the special configurations
used in this study.
2.1 Vertex-Centric BSP
Vertex-centric systems are also known as “think-as-a-vertex”.
Each vertex computes its new state based on its current state
and the messages it receives from its neighbors. Each ver-
tex then sends its new state to its neighbors using message
passing. Synchronous versions follow the Bulk Synchronous
Parallel (BSP) model that performs parallel computations
in iterative steps, and synchronizes among machines at the
end of each step. This means that messages sent in one iter-
ation are not accessible by recipients in the same iteration; a
recipient vertex receives its messages in the subsequent iter-
ation. The computation stops when all vertices converge to
a fixpoint or after a predefined number of iterations. This
has been the most popular approach, and we study three
systems in this category: Giraph, GraphLab, and Blogel-V.
2.1.1 Giraph
Giraph [3] is the open source implementation of Pregel [37],
the prototypical vertex-centric BSP system. Giraph is im-
plemented as a map-only application on Hadoop. It requires
all data to be loaded in memory before starting the execu-
tion. Graph data is partitioned randomly using edge-cut
approach, and each vertex is assigned to a partition.
Giraph API has one function, called compute. At every
iteration, the compute function may update the vertex state
based on its own data or based on its neighbors’ data. The
compute function may also send messages to other vertices.
In our experiments, we use four mappers in each machine,
and allow Hadoop to utilize 30GB memory in each machine.
2.1.2 GraphLab / PowerGraph
GraphLab [23] is a distributed graph processing system
that is written in C++ and uses MPI for communication.
Similar to Giraph, it keeps the graph in memory. However,
it does not depend on Hadoop and it introduces several mod-
ifications to the standard BSP model:
• Instead of using one compute function, it has three
functions: Gather, Apply, and Scatter (GAS). The
GAS model allows each vertex to gather data from its
neighbors, apply the compute function on itself, and
then scatter relevant information to some neighbors if
necessary.
• It uses vertex-cut (i.e., edge-disjoint) partitioning in-
stead of edge-cut. This replicates vertices and helps
better distribute the work of vertices with very large
degrees. These vertices exist in social network and
web graphs, because they follow the power-law distri-
bution [34]. Replication factor of a vertex refers to the
number of machines on which that vertex is replicated.
GraphLab automatically uses all available cores and mem-
ory in the machine. It has multiple partitioning approaches
that we study in further detail at Section 4.4.1.
2.1.3 Blogel-V
Blogel [46] adopts both vertex-centric and block-centric
models (discussed in the next section). Blogel is imple-
mented in C++ and uses MPI for communication between
nodes. Blogel-V follows the standard BSP model. Its API
has a compute function similar to Giraph.
2.2 Vertex-Centric Asynchronous
GraphLab [23] has an asynchronous mode where vertices
can have access to the most recent data at other vertices
within the same iteration. This avoids the overhead of wait-
ing for all vertices to finish an iteration before starting a
new one. Synchronization is achieved by distributed lock-
ing. Both versions of GraphLab use the same configurations.
2.3 Block-Centric BSP
This category is also known as graph-centric. The main
idea is to partition the graph into blocks of vertices, and
run a serial algorithm within a block while synchronizing
blocks on separate machines using BSP. The objective is
to reduce the number of iterations, which leads to reducing
System
Memory
/Disk
Architec-
ture
Computing
paradigm
Declara-
tive
Language
Partition-
ing
Synchroniza-
tion
Fault
Tolerance
Hadoop [19, 4] Disk Parallel BSP 5 Random Synchronous re-execution
HaLoop [16] Disk Parallel
BSP-
extension
5 Random Synchronous re-execution
Pregel/Giraph/GPS
[37, 3, 42]
Memory Parallel
Vertex-
Centric
5 Random Synchronous
global
checkpoint
GraphLab [35] Memory Parallel
Vertex-
Centric
5
Random
Vertex-
cut
(A)synchronous
global
checkpoint
Spark/GraphX [47,
24]
Mem-
ory/Disk
Parallel
BSP-
extension
5
Random
Vertex-
cut
Synchronous
global
checkpoint
Giraph++ [44] Memory Parallel Block-Centric 5 METIS
(A)synchronous
global
checkpoint
Blogel [46] Memory Parallel Block-Centric 5
Voronoi
2D
Synchronous
global
checkpoint
Vertica [29] Disk Parallel Relational
3
(SQL)
Random Synchronous N/A
Table 1: Graph processing systems
the synchronization overhead. The number of blocks is ex-
pected to be significantly less than the number of vertices in
a large graph, hence the performance gain from decreasing
network communication. There are two prominent block-
centric systems: Giraph++ [44] and Blogel [46]. Our study
investigates Blogel, because Giraph++ is built on an earlier
version of Giraph that does not implement the more recent
optimizations proposed for Giraph [18, 42].
Blogel-B [46] has a compute function for blocks, which
typically includes a serial graph algorithm that runs within
the block. Blogel-B partitions the dataset into multiple
connected components using a partitioning algorithm based
on Graph Voronoi Diagram (GVD) [21] partitioning. Ad-
ditional partitioning techniques based on vertex properties
in real graphs, such as 2-D coordinates (for road-network)
or URL prefix (for web graph) have also been discussed,
but we do not use these dataset-specific techniques in this
study. We use the default parameters for Blogel-B’s GVD
partitioning [46].
2.4 MapReduce
MapReduce [19] is a distributed BSP data processing frame-
work whose goal is to simplify parallel processing by offering
two simple interfaces: map and reduce. It achieves data-
parallel computation by partitioning the data randomly to
machines and executing the map and reduce functions on
these partitions in parallel. Hadoop [4] is the most common
open source implementation of MapReduce. It has been
recognized that Hadoop is not suitable for graph algorithms
that are iterative, due to excessive I/O with HDFS and data
shuffling at every iteration [16, 30, 35, 37, 47]. We neverthe-
less include Hadoop in this study, because there are cases
where memory requirements will not allow other systems to
run, and Hadoop is the only feasible alternative. Hadoop
is configured to use four mappers and two reducers in each
machine. It is also granted 30GB on each machine.
2.5 MapReduce Optimized
Modified MapReduce systems, such as HaLoop [16] and
Spark [47], address the shortcomings of MapReduce sys-
tems (in iterative workloads as graph processing) by caching
reusable data between map and reduce steps and between it-
erations to avoid unnecessary scans of invariant data, and
unnecessary data shuffling between machines.
2.5.1 HaLoop
The main objective of HaLoop optimizations is to reduce
data shuffling and reduce network usage after the first it-
eration. HaLoop proposes several modifications to enhance
Hadoop’s performance on iterative workloads:
• A new programming model suitable for iterative pro-
grams, e.g., enabling loop control on the master node.
• Task scheduler in the master node is changed to be
loop-aware. It keeps information about the location of
sharded data, and tries to co-schedule tasks with data.
This helps to decrease network communication.
• Slave nodes include a module for caching and indexing
loop-invariant data that could be used in all iterations.
The task tracker is modified to manage these modules.
• New support is introduced for fixpoint evaluation to
optimize checking for convergence. The result of the
last iteration is always locally cached to be used in the
comparison instead of retrieving it again from HDFS.
HaLoop configuration is very similar to Hadoop’s: four
mappers, two reducers, and 30GB memory. However, in our
environment HaLoop suffered from multiple errors because
it keeps many files open. Therefore, we had to change the
operating system’s nofile limits.
2.5.2 Spark/GraphX
Similar to HaLoop, Spark caches dataset partitions for
future use, but in memory instead of on local disk. The main
feature of Spark is its fault tolerant in-memory abstraction,
called resilient distributed datasets (RDD). GraphX [24] is a
graph library that extends Spark abstractions to implement
graph operations. It uses vertex-cut partitioning (similar to
GraphLab). Every iteration consists of multiple Spark jobs.
A developer can decide what data portions should be cached
for future use. However, cached data cannot change because
they are used as RDDs, which are immutable.
We run GraphX using the Spark standalone mode to elim-
inate any overhead or performance gain from Yarn, Mesos,
or any other systems that facilitate resource sharing. GraphX
has many configuration parameters. We configured its work-
ers and reducers so that they can use all available memory
in each machine. By default, Spark uses all available cores.
2.6 Relational
These systems [22, 29] use a relational database as a back-
end storage and query engine for graph computations. A
graph can be represented as an edge and a vertex table.
Transferring information to neighbors is equivalent to join-
ing these tables, and then updating the answer column in
the vertex table. Each graph workload can be translated to
a SQL query and executed on the tables.
Repeated joins over large vertex and edge tables is in-
efficient, and several optimizations have been proposed for
Vertica [29]:
• Instead of updating multiple values in the vertex table
(which also means random access to data on disk), it
may be more efficient to create a new table instead,
and replace the old table with the new one (sequen-
tial disk access) if the number of updates is large. If
the number is very small, updating the table might be
more efficient, but, it is not straightforward to estimate
the number of updates beforehand.
• In traversal workloads, such as Single Source Short-
est Path (SSSP), it is common to only process a few
vertices at every iteration. Instead of starting from
the complete vertex table and filter these vertices, it
is more efficient to keep active vertices in a temporary
table and use it during the join operation.
Several changes were made to the cluster to satisfy all
Vertica OS-level requirements. Before we start our exper-
iments, instead of loading the data to HDFS, we load the
data as a table of edges to Vertica.
2.7 Stream Systems
There are a few systems in the literature, such as Timely
and Differential Dataflow [5, 39], Naiad [40], Flink [1] and
TensorFlow [7] that model computations as a series of op-
erations. In these systems, a developer needs to define op-
erators, and then connect them to describe the data flow
among operators. Data are streamed and processed through
these operators. These are general data processing systems
that sometimes support iteration in their data flow, there-
fore they can process graph algorithms.
In our study, we consider Flink Gelly [2] as a represen-
tative for this category. Gelly is the graph processing API
built on top of Flink. It has two approaches: stream and
batch. The stream reads data from an input stream and it
pushes the received edges (or vertices) to the data flow as
they arrive. The batch approach reads data from containers
then process the whole dataset in the data flow operations
described by the application developer. To be consistent
with other systems, we use the batch approach in our ex-
periments, which allow us to isolate the time required to
read and prepare the graph from execution time.
3. WORKLOADS
In this study we consider four graph workloads: PageRank,
WCC (weakly connected component), SSSP (single source short-
est path) and K-hop. These are chosen because: (1) they are
prominent in graph system studies, (2) they have different
characteristics – some (e.g, PageRank and WCC) are ana-
lytic workloads that involve iterative computation over all
the vertices in the graph while others (e.g., SSSP and K-
hop) are known as online workloads that operate on certain
parts of the graph, and (3) there are implementations of
each of them over the evaluated systems. Although every
system offers its own implementation of these workloads, we
made small changes to ensure uniformity of the algorithm
and implementation across the systems.
3.1 PageRank
PageRank has been the most popular workload for evalu-
ating graph systems for iterative algorithms. In a nutshell,
PageRank assigns an importance weight (rank) to each ver-
tex based on its influence in the graph. This is achieved by
an initial assignment of rank followed by iterative computa-
tion until a fixpoint of weights is found.
The iterative algorithm models a random walk agent that
moves through the graph, such that when it is at vertex u, it
may choose an outgoing edge from u with probability 1− δ
or jump to a random vertex with probability δ. Therefore,
a vertex PageRank value pr(v), in a graph G(V,E), follows
the following equation:
pr(v) = δ + (1− δ)× Σ pr(u)
outDegree(u)
| (u, v) ∈ E
where outDegree(u) is the number of directed edges from
vertex u to other vertices. Many implementations assume
that δ = 0.15 and start with an initial rank of 1 for each
vertex. Iteratively vertex ranks are computed using this
formula until the rank of each vertex converges to a value.
The standard PageRank implementation follows synchro-
nous computation, such that all vertices are involved in com-
putation until convergence. In our experiments, convergence
means the maximum change in any vertex rank is less than
the initial value. This definition is more suitable than stop-
ping after a fixed number of iterations, because it takes into
consideration the properties of each dataset. Asynchronous
or synchronous implementations that allow converged ver-
tices to opt-out early from computation result in approxi-
mate answers. We will discuss this error and accuracy in
the detailed experiments in Section 5.3.
3.1.1 Self-edges issue in GraphLab
GraphLab could not compute the correct PageRank val-
ues, because it does not support self-edges, which exists in
the real graphs we use in this study. Changing the system
to allow self-edges using flags or other potential implemen-
tations is possible, but is outside the scope of this study, as
it requires significant changes to GraphLab code. This issue
was communicated to GraphLab developers.
3.1.2 Block-centric implementation
The block-centric implementation of PageRank in Blogel-
B [46] also did not generate accurate results. The proposed
algorithm has two steps: (1) Compute the initial PageR-
ank value using block-computation and local PageRank; (2)
Compute PageRank using vertex-computation. The first
step constructs a graph of blocks, such that the weight of
an edge between two blocks represents the number of graph
edges between these two blocks. In the first iteration, each
block runs local PageRank over local edges in the block, then
it runs a vertex centric PageRank on the graph of blocks.
This step continues until convergence.
The second step starts by initializing the PageRank of
every vertex in a block b as (pr(v)×pr(b)) (where pr(v) is the
initial vertex pagerank and pr(b) is the block pagerank after
the first step converged)2. The second step then runs until
convergence. We also considered a version of this algorithm
where each step runs for the number of iterations computed
earlier to guarantee conversion. However, it is not clear
how many iterations each step would need to guarantee the
same results as the other computation models. Therefore, in
our experiments we follow the version of block-computation
PageRank proposed in the original Blogel paper [46].
2There are other possible initialization functions that may
include block and vertex pagerank values or degrees.
3.2 WCC
The objective of a weakly connected component (WCC)
algorithm is to find all subgraphs that are internally reach-
able regardless of the edge direction. HashMin [30] is the
straightforward distributed implementation of WCC. It la-
bels each vertex in the input graph by the minimum vertex
id reachable from the vertex, regardless of the edge direc-
tions. It starts out by considering each vertex to be in one
component (i.e., each vertex id is its component id). Each
vertex propagates its component id to its neighbors. The
process terminates when a fixpoint is reached, i.e., no ver-
tex changes its component id. This algorithm requires O(d)
iterations, where d is the graph diameter.
HashMin algorithm has been implemented in all of the
systems under consideration. However, we found that the
result generated by some of these implementations are not
correct, because of failure to process both directions of an
edge. We corrected Blogel [46] and Giraph [26] implementa-
tions by adding an extra task to the first iteration: creating
reverse edges, when necessary. Since GraphLab [35] allows
vertices to access both ends of an edge regardless to the edge
direction, it does not suffer from this overhead. However, as
we will show later, memory requirements of GraphLab is
typically larger than Giraph and Blogel for this very reason.
3.3 SSSP and K-hop
The Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) query is a graph
traversal workload. It finds the shortest path from a given
source vertex to every other vertex in the graph. Assuming
the source node is u, a typical algorithm starts by initializing
distance dist(u, v) = ∞ for any vertex v 6= u. Iteratively,
using a breadth first search, the algorithm explores new ver-
tices: at iteration i new vertices that are i hops away from
the source vertex are considered. The number of iterations
is O(d). The algorithm stops when all reachable vertices are
visited and dist(u, v) is computed for all v.
The K-hop query is very similar to SSSP, but it is bounded
by K hops. This query is relevant in evaluating graph sys-
tems because it is a traversal query, but its complexity (#it-
eration) does not depend on the graph diameter. We fix K
to a small number, 3, to reduce the impact of graph diame-
ter on the performance, and to represent multiple use cases,
such as the friends-of-friends query and its potential indexes.
In the results reported in this paper, to be consistent with
other studies in the literature, we only use a random start
vertex, which is chosen for each graph dataset, and used
consistently in all experiments.
4. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
The experimental setting of this study is summarized in
Table 2.
Dimension potential values
Systems
Giraph, Blogel, Hadoop, HaLoop, GraphX,
GraphLab, Vertica, Flink Gelly
Workloads WCC, PageRank, SSSP, K−hop
Datasets Twitter, UK, ClueWeb, WRN
Cluster Size 16, 32, 64, 128
Instance type r3.xlarge
Table 2: A summary of experiments dimensions
4.1 Infrastructure
All experiments are run on Amazon EC2 AWS r3.xlarge
machines, each of which has 4 cores and 30.5 GB memory,
Intel Xeon E5-2670 v2 (Ivy Bridge) processors, and SSD
disks. They are optimized for memory-intensive applica-
tions and recommended for in-memory analytics. We test
scalability over 16, 32, 64, and 128 machines (one master).
4.2 Evaluated Metrics
We measure two things: resource utilization and system
performance. Each system is evaluated in isolation, with no
resource sharing across systems or experiments. For resource
utilization, we record CPU utilization for each process type
(user, system, I/O, idle) and memory usage every second.
We also record the total network traffic by measuring net-
work card usage before and after workload execution. We
report the following system performance metrics: (a) data-
loading time, (b) result-saving time, (c) execution time, and
(d) total response time (latency).
Data-loading time includes reading data from HDFS and
graph partitioning, when necessary. Ideally, total response
time should equal load+execute+save. However, we report
it separately, because it represents the end-to-end processing
time, and occasionally includes some overhead that might
not be explicitly reported by some systems, such as the time
of repartitioning, networking, and synchronization.
4.3 Datasets
Table 3 summarizes the characteristics of the datasets
used in this study: Twitter3, World road network (WRN)4,
UK2007055, and ClueWeb6. These are among the largest
publicly available graph datasets, and they cover a wide
range of graph characteristics.
Dataset |E| Avg./Max. Degree Diameter
Twitter 1.46 B 35 / 2.9M 5.29
WRN 717 M 1.05 / 9 48 K
UK200705 3.7 B 35.3 / 975K 22.78
ClueWeb 42.5 B 43.5 / 75M 15.7
Table 3: Real Graph Datasets
We partition all input graph datasets into chunks of sim-
ilar sizes, and then load them to HDFS for all systems be-
cause this makes data loading more efficient for Blogel and
GraphLab and has no impact on other systems. Note that
the HDFS C++ library used in Blogel and GraphLab create
a thread for each partition in the dataset. If there is only one
data file, then only one thread executing on the master will
read the entire graph, which significantly delays the loading
process. In order to ensure a fair comparison, we prepared
a dataset format that matches the typical requirement of
each system. Specifically, we use three graph formats: adj,
adj-long, and edge. The adjacency (adj) format is a typical
adjacency list; each line includes a vertex id and then the
ids of all vertices it is connected with. If a vertex does not
have an out-edge, it does not need to have a line for itself.
The adjacency-long (adj-long) format requires each vertex
to have a line in the dataset input file. Moreover, the first
value after the vertex id is the number of neighbor vertices.
Edge format has a line for each edge in the graph.
3http://law.di.unimi.it/webdata/twitter-2010
4http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/challenge9/download.shtml
5http://law.di.unimi.it/webdata/uk-2007-05/
6http://law.di.unimi.it/webdata/clueweb12/
Hadoop, HaLoop, Giraph, and Graphlab use the adj for-
mat, which is the most concise format and significantly re-
duces the input size. Blogel needs to use the adj-long format
for it to be able to create vertices that only have in-edges [6].
This limitation could be fixed by adding an extra superstep
in all computations to create missing vertices. However, this
solution adds an overhead on the computation performance
and was not preferred by Blogel developers when they were
contacted. Finally, GraphX and Flink Gelly use edge-list.
4.4 Configuration
We report below the experiments we performed to better
understand and fix configurations of some of the systems.
4.4.1 Partitioning in GraphLab
GraphLab has two main partitioning options: “Random”
and “Auto”. Random assigns edges to partitions using a
hash function. Auto chooses between three partitioning al-
gorithms (PDS, Grid and Oblivious), in order, based on the
number of machines in the cluster.
Typically, these partitioning methods try to decrease the
replication factor (see Section 2.1.2) by minimizing the num-
ber of machines at which each vertex is stored. This would
decrease the network communication between machines. The
details of these algorithms are as follows:
• Grid assumes the cluster is a rectangle of height and
width equal to X and Y and requires the number of
machines M = X × Y , such that |X − Y | ≤ 2 for any
positive numbers X and Y . Using a hashing function
to map each vertex to a machinem, the vertex could be
replicated to any machine in the same column or same
row that include m. An edge between two vertices can
be assigned to any partition that can include a replica
for both vertices.
• PDS creates a perfect difference set [45] S of size p+ 1
if the number of machines M = p2 + p+ 1, where p is
a positive prime number. Then, for each value i in S,
it creates another set Si by adding this value to [0,M ]
mod M . Finally, using a hash function to map a vertex
to a machine m, the vertex could be replicated to any
machine in Si such that m ∈ Si. Again, an edge could
be placed in a machine that can include both of its
vertices.
• Oblivious is a greedy heuristics for edge placement to
reduce the partitioning factor. Given an edge (u, v),
such that Su is the set of machines that include replicas
of u and Sv is the set of machines that include replicas
of v, the edge will be placed in the least loaded machine
in Se, such that:
– if Su ∩ Sv 6= φ then Se = Su ∩ Sv;
– if Su = φ and Sv 6= φ then Se = Su;
– if Su = Sv = φ then Se is the set of all machines;
– if Su ∩ Sv = φ then Se = Su ∪ Sv.
Occasionally these algorithms do not reduce the replica-
tion factor when compared with random. For example, the
difference between replication factor (Table 4) in random
and auto for the Twitter dataset is not significant (less than
2×). Twitter dataset has some differences when compared
with the the UK0705 dataset. For example, the maximum
out-degree in the Twitter dataset is 3× the maximum out-
degree in the UK0705 dataset, despite the fact that Twitter
dataset is 3× smaller than UK0705. Unlike UK9795, the
Figure 1: In a 16-machines cluster, GraphLab synchronized mode
benefits from using all 4 cores in computation, while asynchronous
computation does not because vertices do computation and com-
munication on the same time.
Twitter dataset has only one large component. Auto parti-
tioning could not help GraphLab to enhance the efficiency
of Twitter graph processing. At the same time, the auto
replication factor for the UK0705 dataset is 5× less than
random replication factor in the 32 cluster, though.
4.4.2 CPU utilization in GraphLab
GraphLab, by default, uses all the cores in every machine.
It reserves two cores for networking and overhead operations
and uses the remaining cores for computations. Our exper-
iments use GraphLab’s default configuration. Nonetheless,
we studied the value of this default configuration by chang-
ing the GraphLab code to use all available cores for com-
putation (Figure 1). When we used all cores for computa-
tion, we obtained 40% improvement (with the synchronous
computation) on a 16-machine cluster over 30 iterations
of PageRank computation using the Twitter dataset. On
the other hand, asynchronous computation requires multi-
ple communications while some vertices are still in the com-
putation phase. Due to the expensive repetitive context
switching, asynchronous does not benefit, and sometimes
even under-performs, when all cores are used for computa-
tion.
4.4.3 Number of Partitions in GraphX
By default, the number of partitions is equal to the num-
ber of blocks7 in the input file. Based on our communication
with Spark engineers, this default value may not be opti-
mum. We found that the default number of partitions may
lead to reasonable performance in the case of small datasets.
However, since this number does not consider the amount
of available cores, it may lead to under utilization of the
cluster computing power. Figure 2 shows the influence of
changing the number of partitions on two datasets (Twit-
ter and UK0705) and three cluster sizes (32, 64, 128). The
default number of partitions for the Twitter dataset is 440,
which also achieves the best performance among all clusters.
However, the default number of partitions for the UK0705
7The default block size in HDFS is 64 MB.
Dataset Cluster Size Random Auto
Twitter
16 9.3 5.5
32 13.3 9.8
64 17.8 9.1
128 22.5 15.2
WRN
16 NA NA
32 3.0 2.2
64 3.0 3.0
128 3.0 2.3
UK0705
16 5.7 NA
32 15.8 3.6
64 21.5 10.1
128 27.1 4.5
Table 4: The replication factor in GraphLab.
(a) The default number of partitions in Twitter is 440. (b) The default number of partitions in UK0705 is 1200.
Figure 2: Analysis of how number of partitions influence the performance of GraphX. The default number of partitions is not optimum.
dataset is 1200, which is significantly larger than the num-
ber of cores8. Therefore, the performance of GraphX using
the default number of partitions is significantly worse than
other options. Number of partitions used in our experiments
are summarized in Table 5.
Dataset #blocks
Cluster Size
16 32 64 128
Twitter 440 128 256 440 440
WRN 240 128 240 240 240
UK200705 1200 128 256 512 1024
Table 5: Number of partitions GraphX in different cluster sizes.
5. RESULTS & ANALYSIS
We summarize experimental parameters in Table 2. The
main experiment compares the performance of all systems
with respect to all workloads, cluster sizes and datasets.
Figures 6, 7, 8, 9 show the detailed performance results
of PageRank, Khop, SSSP, and WCC. Moreover, Figure 5
shows the results of Twitter dataset on all workloads and
cluster sizes.
For all datasets except ClueWeb, we evaluate each system
using all workloads across all cluster sizes; ClueWeb only fits
in a cluster of 128 machines and those results are reported
separately in Table 7. Empty entries in the result tables
indicate that the execution did not successfully complete.
There are multiple possible errors: timeout when an execu-
tion fails to complete in 24 hours (TO), out-of-memory at
any machine in the cluster (OOM), MPI error which only
happens with Blogel-B (MPI), and shuffle error which only
happens with HaLoop (SHFL). The following abbreviations
are used for system names: BV and BB (Blogel -V and -B), G
(Giraph), S (Spark/GraphX), V (Vertica), HD (Hadoop), HL
(HaLoop), GL (GraphLab), and FG (Flink Gelly). GraphLab
experiments have six different versions identified by three
symbols: (A/S) for asynchronous or synchronous computa-
tion, (A/R) for auto or random partitioning, and (T/I) for
tolerance or iteration stopping criteria (discussed in PageR-
ank workload in Section 3.1). For example, GL-A-R-I means
GraphLab using asynchronous computation, random parti-
tioning, and iteration stopping criteria.
5.1 Blogel: The Overall Winner
Vertex-centric Blogel (BV) has the best end-to-end perfor-
mance. It is the only system that could finish the SSSP/WCC
computation across all cluster sizes over WRN dataset, due
to its large diameter. Moreover, it is the only system that
could finish computations over ClueWeb in the 128-machine
cluster. It achieves this performance because it does not
have an expensive infrastructure (such as Hadoop or Spark),
uses efficient C++ libraries, utilizes all CPU cores, and has
a small memory footprint.
8There are 4 cores per machine. A 128-machines cluster has
512 cores.
On the other hand, BB has the shortest execution time for
queries that rely on reachability, such as WCC, SSSP, and K-
hop for two reasons: (1) these queries benefit from Voronoi
partitioning; and (2) block centric computation minimizes
network overhead because it runs a serial algorithm with
in each block before it communicates with other blocks.
PageRank workload suffers from handling an awkward al-
gorithm as discussed in Section 3.1. The purpose of running
PageRank internally in each block is to start the global al-
gorithm (considering all vertices in the graph) with a better
initialization than a straightforward initialization of equal
PageRank value for each vertex. However, it turns out that
the algorithm used for this purpose does not generate good
initial values, which hurt the overall performance. This
causes the block-centric version to take more iterations and
more execution time after running the local PageRank. This
result matches the original Blogel results and was discussed
with Blogel developers.
The existing version of BB, reads data from HDFS, runs
Voronoi partitioning, stores partitions in HDFS, reads these
partitions again, and then runs a workload. We found that
the end-to-end performance of block-centric computation
has a significant overhead, due to the partitioning phase
and the I/O overhead of writing and reading from HDFS.
Removing the I/O overhead between partitioning and work-
load execution results in 50% reduction of the overall end-
to-end response time (Figure 3).
Finally, BB could not process the WRN and ClueWeb
graph because the GVD partitioning phase failed. After
each sampling round, the Voronoi partitioner uses the mas-
ter to aggregate block assignment data from each worker
to count the size of each block. During this process the
MPI interface uses an integer buffer to store data offset at
a different location for each worker. Since WRN has a large
number of vertices, the number of bytes received is larger
than the maximum integer leading to an overflow and sys-
tem crash. This issue can happen when MPI library is used
to aggregate a large number of data items. The issue is
known to the MPI community9 and is a problem with MPI
rather than Blogel.
Figure 3: Performance of modified-Blogel in computing WCC us-
ing a cluster of 16 machines, without HDFS overhead between
partitioning and workload execution. The load time, which rep-
resents data reading, partitioning, and shuffling before execution,
has been significantly reduced.
9https://tinyurl.com/ybb9uu84
Figure 4: Percentage of updated verteces in case of approximate
PageRank in comparison to an exact one.
5.2 Exact vs. Approximate PageRank
The exact PageRank computation assumes that all ver-
tices participate in the computation during all iterations.
The approximate version allows vertices whose PageRank
values have not changed (or changed by an amount smaller
than a threshold) to become inactive and not participate in
further computations. GraphLab is the only system that
facilitates the latter because active vertices can gather the
ranks of their in-neighbors even if these neighbors are not
active. However, this also increases its memory overhead.
Therefore, GraphLab fails with OOM error when using ran-
dom partitioning for the UK0705 dataset over 16 machines.
GraphLab also fails to load the WRN dataset to memory
in the 16 machine configuration, regardless of the partition-
ing algorithm. Approximate PageRank in GraphLab is the
only implementation that outperforms Blogel exact imple-
mentation. Approximate answers are less expensive than
exact ones because many vertices converge in the first few
iterations. For example, Figure 4 shows the ratio between
the number of vertex updates in the approximate and exact
implementations for three different datasets.
5.3 Synchronous vs. Asynchronous
GraphLab is the only system that offers an asynchronous
computation mode. However, it initiates thousands of threads
per worker and allocates them to process vertices, leading
to distributed lock contention as previously reported [26].
Therefore, PageRank asynchronous computation is typically
slower than synchronous counterparts. Moreover, we found
that asynchronous computation is only suitable for specific
cluster sizes. It is not clear how to determine the right clus-
ter size without trying multiple cluster configurations10.
Unexpectedly, GraphLab asynchronous implementation fail-
ed with OOM while computing PageRank for the road net-
work dataset using 128 machines. Further analysis indicates
that this is due to distributed locking. Figure 10 shows mem-
ory usage for synchronous and asynchronous; each line rep-
resents a machine. Data load overhead (time and memory)
is the same for both modes. While the synchronous mode
finished within a reasonable time with reasonable memory
usage, in the asynchronous mode, many vertices started to
allocate more memory (without releasing them due to dis-
tributed locking), which slowed down the computation per-
formance and caused the failure.
5.4 GraphLab partitioning optimization
GraphLab has two partitioning modes: “Random” and
“Auto” (Section 4.4.1). Auto chooses between Grid, PDS an
Oblivious. While Grid and PDF are faster than Oblivious,
the latter does not have any requirements on the number of
machines. Therefore, it gives priority to PDS or Grid, then
uses Oblivious if neither are usable.
10This was suggested by the GraphLab team in the official
forum: http://forum.turi.com/discussion/714/
In our reports, load time includes reading and partitioning
the dataset. Figure 6 shows that load time for GraphLab-
auto is significantly smaller when using 16 or 64 machines
(Grid) than the load time using 32 and 128 machines (Obliv-
ious). This means that increasing the number of machines
may lead to reduction of GraphLab performance.
5.5 Giraph vs. GraphLab
Giraph is very competitive with GraphLab when the latter
uses random partitioning and runs a fixed number of iter-
ations (similar to Giraph). In fact, Giraph was faster than
GraphLab in the 16 and 32 clusters. However, as the cluster
size grows, Giraph spends more time in requesting resources
and releasing them because it uses MapReduce platform for
resource allocation. Therefore, both systems perform simi-
lar in the 64 cluster, but GraphLab finally wins in the 128
cluster.
5.6 GraphX is not efficient when large number
of iterations are required
GraphX/Spark is slower than all other systems in our
study because it suffers from Spark overheads, such as data
shuffling, long RDD lineages, and checkpointing. Previ-
ous publications [24] show that GraphX is efficient because
it uses a special Spark prototype version that includes in-
memory shuffling. This feature is not available in the latest
Spark release.
GraphX failed to compute WCC for the WRN dataset due
to memory or timeout errors in all cluster sizes. It turns out
that Spark fault-tolerance mechanism of maintaining RDD
lineages is the culprit of memory errors. When the num-
ber of iterations grows, these lineages become long leading
to high memory usage, and potential out of memory errors.
Recent introduction of GraphFrames11 should be a more ef-
ficient option for GraphX. We investigated GraphFrame im-
plementations and found that many of its algorithms convert
the input graph to GraphX format and then run GraphX
algorithms. We also found that most algorithms have a de-
fault maximum limit on number of iterations to reduce the
potential overhead of long lineage in RDDs. For example,
SSSP has a limit of 10, otherwise it starts to checkpoint to
avoid long lineages. Moreover, the default implementation
of WCC requires checkpointing every two iterations. Check-
pointing prevents lineage from being very long, but it leads
to expensive I/O interactions with disk, which then leads to
a timeout error. GraphFrames offers a version of the hash-
min [30] algorithm originally used to compute WCC, called
hash-to-min [31] that uses fewer iterations. We tested this
implementation as well and found that it was competitive
with hash-min in Blogel.
We noticed that Spark could not uniformly distribute par-
titions to workers. As depicted in Figure 11 some ma-
chines were assigned a large number of partitions. In a syn-
chronous computation model, stragglers form in this case
slowing down the workers who finish their tasks. In future
Spark releases, this problem could be solved by implement-
ing a more efficient load balancer.
In practice, the number of partitions should not be more
than the number of blocks in the input file, because this
forces Spark to read the same data block more than once.
On the other hand, the number of partitions should not be
11https://github.com/graphframes/graphframes
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Figure 5: Twitter results (The horizontal black line represents the performance of a single thread implementation)
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Figure 6: PageRank query results (The horizontal black line represents the performance of a single thread implementation)
less than the number of cores in the cluster, because this
would lead to CPU under-utilization. In our experiments,
we set the number of partitions equal to the number of blocks
as long as it does not exceed twice the number of cores. This
allows Spark to handle stragglers by assigning them to an-
other core. Unfortunately, this does not guarantee the best
performance (Figure 2) because the workload assignment is
not balanced (Figure 11).
5.7 System Overhead
The computation overhead is significantly larger for Gi-
raph and GraphX. Giraph uses Hadoop and GraphX uses
Spark for resource management, scheduling, and fault toler-
ance. The cost of starting a job and closing it are high in
Hadoop and Spark. Blogel and GraphLab use MPI for com-
munication between machines, and therefore, do not have
the overhead of an underlying infrastructure. They interact
with HDFS using C++ libraries but they do not depend on
the job or task tracker in Hadoop.
Although the overhead time is small in Flink Gelly, we
found that the system frequently fails after running a few
jobs. It turns out that Flink does not reclaim all memory
used by the system in between workload executions. This
causes the system to eventually fail due to out-of-memory
error. Thus, we had to restart Flink after each workload.
5.8 WCC Experiments
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Figure 7: K-hop query results
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Figure 8: SSSP query results
The WCC workload needs special handling because it re-
quires the processing system to handle edges in both di-
rections. Therefore, Gelly, Blogel and Giraph have the over-
head of pre-computing the in-neighbors before executing the
algorithm. Moreover, Blogel and Giraph cannot benefit from
the message combiner in this workload, because messages
in the first iteration should not be combined, since they
are used to discover in-neighbors, not to find the smallest
vertex id in the connected component. Furthermore, com-
puting the WCC requires more memory than other work-
loads, because each vertex needs to recognize its in- and
out-neighbors. Giraph failed to load the UK0705 in the 16
and 32 machine clusters and failed to load the WRN in the
16 machine cluster. Giraph could not finish computation of
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Figure 9: WCC query results
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Figure 10: Memory usage in GraphLab for PageRank of WRN
using 128 machines. Each line represents the memory usage per
worker per second; the X-axis is the time line for the computa-
tion in seconds. In the asynchronous mode, thousands of threads
were created and allocated memory for vertices without releasing
them quickly distributed locking which cause several machines to
allocate large amount of memory, before the computation fails.
Figure 11: In a 128-machines cluster, GraphX does not balance
number of partitions (1200) evenly to machines. A balanced dis-
tribution of workload would assign 1200/128 = 9.4 partitions to
each machine. However, one machine has 54 partitions.
Giraph GraphX
SSSP WCC SSSP WCC
16 6 OOM 120 420
32 3 3.2 17 30
Table 6: The time, in seconds, used by each iteration for the
WRN dataset. For SSSP and WCC to finish in 24 hours, the
iteration time should be 2.4 and 1.8 respectively.
Workload Read Execute Save Others
PageRank 132.5 139.7 10.5 15.3
WCC 134.1 152.5 11.5 10.6
SSSP 158.3 89.3 2.2 20.7
K-hop 161.6 0.03 0.2 16.4
Table 7: Blogel-V performance on the ClueWeb dataset using a
cluster of 128 machines. Numbers represent number of seconds
used for each processing phase.
WCC for the WRN dataset in the 32 machine cluster, but
succeeded to compute the WCC in almost 24 hours using
the 64 machine cluster.
Blogel-V is the only system that could compute WCC on
the WRN dataset using the 16 machine cluster due to its
low memory requirements. GraphLab with random parti-
tioning failed to load UK0705 dataset in the 16 machine
cluster. On the other hand, GraphLab auto partitioning
significantly reduces the execution time in comparison to
random partitioning. However, the loading time for auto
partitioning is high when Grid and PDS algorithms are not
applicable (e.g. in the 32 and 128 machines cluster).
GraphX performance for WCC using the UK0705 dataset
over 128 machines was significantly worse than all other sys-
tems and also worse than GraphX performance over 64 ma-
chines. This is an example of the influence of the number of
partitions (Table 5) in Spark on the GraphX performance.
Gelly successfully finished the execution of WCC for Twit-
ter and UK0705 in all clusters. However, it failed with time-
out error to compute WCC for the WRN dataset in the 16,
32, and 64 cluster. Gelly finished WCC for WRN in slightly
less than 24 hours using 128 machines.
dataset (size in GB) 16 32 64 128
Twitter (12.5) 191.5 323.6 606.4 923.5
UK0705 (31.9) 264.0 411.8 717.6 1322.6
WRN (13.6) 363.7 475.4 683.4 1054.1
Table 8: Total Giraph Memory across the cluster. All numbers
are in GB; first row shows cluster size.
5.9 ClueWeb experiments
ClueWeb represents a web graph, and has 42.5 billion
edges and almost one billion vertices. The size of this dataset
is 700GB (adjacency list) and 1.2 TB (edge list). Only the
128 cluster can hold it using its total 3 TB memory.
GraphLab could not load the dataset in memory. Al-
though we do not know ClueWeb’s replication factor (since
it could not be loaded), the other web graph, UK0705, has
replication factors of 3.6 and 4.5 for the 64 and 128 machine
clusters, respectively. If we assume a similar replication fac-
tor for ClueWeb, the data is larger than available memory.
For the same reason, Gelly and Giraph could not finish their
computation. We found that total physical memory used by
Giraph to process UK0705 (originally 32 GB) using the 128
machine cluster is 1322 GB. Table 8 summarizes Giraph
memory consumption for all datasets.
Blogel-V, was the only system that could perform any
workload on ClueWeb in the 128 cluster (Table 7). This
suggests that graph processing systems should be conscious
of memory requirements, despite the common assumption
that memory is available and cheap and most real graphs
can fit in memory of current workstations. Most graph sys-
tems are optimized to decrease processing time at the ex-
pense of larger memory, but our results suggest caution. Fi-
nally, ClueWeb results also show that Hadoop MapReduce
platform and distributed out-of-core systems may have a
role; they are significantly slower than in-memory systems,
but they can finish the task when memory is constrained or
graph size is too large.
5.10 Hadoop and HaLoop Experiments
As noted earlier, it was expected that Hadoop and HaLoop
would be slower than in-memory systems. As expected,
HaLoop was faster than Hadoop due to its optimizations.
However, our experiments do not show the 2× speedup that
was reported in the HaLoop paper. Moreover, existing HaLoop
implementation has some issues. The loop management
mechanism introduced by HaLoop eliminates the usability
of some basic Hadoop features, such as counters. It is not
possible to use custom counters during iteration manage-
ment to check for convergence. Moreover, HaLoop suffers
from a bug that occasionally causes mapper output to be
deleted before all reducers use them, in large cluster sizes12.
CPU utilization is better in HaLoop than Hadoop, be-
cause in Hadoop CPUs spend a long time waiting for I/O
operations. Since HaLoop tries to allocate the same map-
per to the same data partitions, there is not too much data
shuffling. It is interesting to note that both Hadoop and
HaLoop use similar average physical memory in their work-
ers. This identifies an opportunity for HaLoop: instead of
caching files on local disks, HaLoop could have utilized the
available memory to further reduce execution time.
5.11 Vertica Experiments
12It typically fails after a few iterations in the 64 and 128
machine clusters.
Figure 12: Computing SSSP (116 iterations) and 55 iterations of
PageRank for the UK dataset using a cluster of 32 machines.
Although Vertica supports r3.4xlarge and r3.8xlarge in-
stances only, we ran our experiments using r3.xlarge to make
these results comparable to the rest of our experiments. We
use similar SQL queries to the ones described in [29]. These
experiments are not as complete as others because we were
allowed to use the system for a short trial period13. Nonethe-
less, we believe the results in Figures 12 and 13 present a
good indication of its performance in large clusters.
Unlike previously reported results [29], Vertica is not com-
petitive relative to native in-memory graph processing sys-
tems. As the cluster size increases, so does the gap between
its performance and other systems. Previously reported ex-
periments were conducted on only 4 machines and that may
explain the competitive results.
The main reason behind Vertica’s performance with large
clusters is its requirement to create and delete new tempo-
rary tables during execution, because each table is parti-
tioned across multiple machines. Moreover, self-join oper-
ation involves shuffling. The larger the cluster, the more
expensive data shuffling becomes. Figure 13 supports this
argument. Although Vertica footprint is small, the I/O-wait
time and network cost are significant. Increasing the clus-
ter size, significantly adds to these overheads. On the other
hand, distributed graph processing systems can utilize the
computing power of larger clusters without significant I/O
and network overhead.
There is a Vertica extension to avoid the intermediate
disk I/O, but this extension is not yet publicly available. It
works on multiple cores on a single machine, but it does not
support shared-nothing parallel architectures.
5.12 Scalability
LDBC [28] discusses two orthogonal types of scalability
analysis: strong/weak and horizontal/vertical scalability. In
a strong scalability experiment the same dataset is used with
different cluster sizes (horizontal scalability) or with one ma-
chine and different number of cores (vertical scalability). In
a weak scalability experiment the data load (represented in
graph size) of each machine in the cluster is fixed as we
change the cluster size. For example, as we double the clus-
ter size, we also double the graph size to keep the data load
per machine constant.
Our study does not include vertical scalability experi-
ments because all our systems were introduced as paral-
lel shared-nothing systems. We only consider real datasets
whose sizes are fixed. Therefore, our scalability analysis is
“strong”.
Blogel, Giraph, Gelly, and GraphLab show steady perfor-
mance increase as the cluster size increases. GraphX and
Vertica do not show the same scalability potential. GraphX
13The community edition of Vertica is restricted to 3 ma-
chines only.
(a) Maximum User and I/O CPU (b) Memory footprint (c) Network usage
Figure 13: Understanding how Vertica use its computing resources in comparison to other systems. All results were collected while
computing 55 iterations of PageRank for the UK0705 dataset using a cluster of 64 machines.
PageRank SSSP WCC
P S P S P S
Twitter BV=260 490 BV=48.3 422 GL=248 452
UK0705 BV=338.7 720 BV=122.3 610 GL=492.67 632
WRN BV=268.3 880 BV=11295 455 BV=19831 640
Table 9: Time in seconds for a single thread algorithm (S) and
best performing parallel system using 16 machines (P)
suffers from load balancing issues: the higher the number of
workers, the lower the balance between machines. Vertica,
on the other hand, has to shuffle more data as the cluster
gets larger. That said, scalability was not noticeable during
the execution of SSSP and K-hop workloads because most
graph vertices do not participate in each iteration during
SSSP and K-hop computation.
5.13 COST Experiment
COST [38] stands for Configuration that Outperforms a
Single Thread, and is used in the literature to evaluate the
overhead of parallel algorithms and systems. The main idea
is that parallel algorithms are often not optimal due to the
special design considerations for parallel processing between
machines. COST factor represents the response time of sin-
gle thread divided by the response time of a parallel system.
In the COST experiment, we used the single thread im-
plementation of the GAP Benchmark Suite [15] on a large
machine with 512 GB memory. Table 9 summarizes the
performance of a single-thread implementation (S) and the
performance of the best parallel system (P) using 16 ma-
chines. Looking at Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, it is clear that
the performance of some systems using multiple machines is
worse than their single thread performance.
Some of the algorithms used in this experiment are dif-
ferent than ones described in Section 3. The PR algorithm
is similar to the one used by all systems. The SSSP al-
gorithm14 processes the workload from two directions and
pre-computes each vertex degree in its initial phase [14].
The WCC algorithm implementation15 is based on Shiloach-
Vishki algorithm with further optimizations [11, 43, 32].
Although many systems, using 16 machines, have a COST
< 1, meaning they perform worse than a single thread im-
plementation, best parallel systems perform better than the
single thread in most cases. However, definitive conclusions
using the COST factor are hard to reach. For PR, the cost
factor is between 2 and 3 which means the 16-machines
cluster performs two to three times faster than the single
thread. For SSSP and WCC the cost factor is 0.5 to 0.11 for
power-law datasets, but it is 0.04 and 0.03 respectively for
WRN. This means that, for reachability-based workloads,
the best parallel system could be two orders of magnitude
14https://tinyurl.com/y7rsgg9w
15https://tinyurl.com/ydxhpfyx
slower than a single thread implementation. The large num-
ber of iterations leads to significant network overhead be-
tween machines. Of course, single-thread performance re-
quires larger machines, e.g., running WCC on WRN using
the single thread implementation uses 112GB memory – four
times the memory available in the machines used in our ex-
periments.
The surprisingly bad COST factor of many parallel sys-
tems is due to three main factors:
• Different algorithms: Parallel systems adopt simple al-
gorithms that can scale well, while the single thread
implementations include several optimizations. It is
an interesting future work to study the possibility of
parallelizing these optimizations.
• Replication: Parallel systems need to partition the
dataset with significant replication factors (see Table
4). This adds overhead to the overall dataset sizes.
• Network: Parallel systems incur network overhead,
which, of course, is absent in single thread implemen-
tation.
6. RELATED WORK
Many studies of graph processing systems focus on Pregel-
like systems [26, 13, 36]. LDBC [28] includes industry-driven
systems such as GraphPad [10] from Intel and PGX [27]
from Oracle. In contrast, our choice of systems under study
follows a systematic classification (Section 1).
LDBC is the only study that uses vertical/horizontal and
strong/weak scalability. Our study does not include vertical
scalability experiments for reasons discussed in Section 5.12.
All studies consider power-law real and synthetic datasets.
Many systems use graph data generators, such as Data-
Gen [20], WGB [9], RTG [8], LUBM [25], and gMark [12]
to create large datasets. The main objective of these graph
generators is to represent real graphs and allow the creation
of graph datasets with different sizes. In this this study,
we only use real graph datasets of varying sizes, some of
which are larger than any other dataset in existing studies.
We also include more diverse datasets (road network, social
network, and web pages) than others study.
The following highlight the major findings of previous
studies and where our results differ:
[36, 26] Giraph and GraphLab have similar performance when
both use random partitioning. However, GraphLab
has an auto mode that allows it to beat Giraph in
certain cluster sizes.
[46] It is not fair to say that existing implementation of
block-centric computation is faster than vertex-centric.
The execution time is faster in block-centric, but the
overall response time is slower due to overheads dis-
cussed in Section 5.1.
[13] It was previously reported that GraphX has the best
performance across all systems [13]. Our results con-
tradicts this assertion. GraphX paper [24] never claimed
that it was more efficient than other systems, even
though a special version of GraphX was used that in-
cludes multiple optimizations that are not yet avail-
able in the most recent Spark release16. Furthermore,
the version of Spark (v 1.3.0) used in the study mak-
ing this claim [13] does not compute PageRank values
accurately in all cases. We suspect this causes fast
convergence because we had similar experience in our
earlier results.
[29] Vertica is not competitive to existing parallel graph
processing systems. Section 2.6 has further details
about Vertica performance. In a nutshell, Vertica I/O
and network overhead is significantly larger than graph
systems. This overhead increases as the cluster size in-
creases.
Finally, a recent study [41] reports a user survey to explain
how graphs are used in real life. The paper aims to un-
derstand types of graphs, computations, and software users
need when processing their graphs. The focus is different
and perhaps complementary to our paper.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present results from extensive experi-
ments on eight distributed graph processing systems (Hadoop,
HaLoop, Vertica, Giraph, GraphLab, GraphX, Flink Gelly,
and Blogel) across four workloads (PageRank, WCC, SPSS,
K-hop) over four very large datasets (Twitter, World Road
Network, UK 200705, and ClueWeb). We focused on scale-
out performance. Our experiments evaluate a wider set of
systems that follow more varied computation models, over a
larger and more diverse datasets than previous studies [13,
26, 36]. Ours is the most extensive independent study of
graph processing systems to date. Our results indicate that
the best system varies according to workload and particular
data graph that is used. In some cases our study confirms
previously reported results, in other cases the results are
different and the reasons for the divergence are explained.
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